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Abstract

Culture is a powerful pedagogy; it shapes who we are and how we come to be. Various 
institutions, everyday life, interaction with others and the manipulation of things all have pedagogic 
effect. Each leave their mark, but how? In what ways is culture pedagogic? Pedagogy is a term 
used with increasing frequency within social and cultural theory but rarely is it unpacked; rather 
it seems to operate as an explanatory term that is never really explained. A central problem in 
unpacking pedagogy is to ask to what extent we are actively taught to be or whether we simply 
learn, and what the relationship is between these didactic and paideic elements of culture. 
Drawing on the philosophy and theory of education, in particular the work of Herbart, Dewey and 
Vygotsky, together with the early sociology of Tarde, this paper explores how knowledge and 
skills are both taught and learned. It considers how an understanding of what is involved in these 
different yet interwoven educative processes—and how they link to notions of imitation, habit and 
will—have applicability in the analysis of wider socio-cultural practices and forms of behaviour.
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